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The Commission had, therefore, to develop its work in the context

Of the foregoing considerations, and had to adapt its approach so as

to meet the requirements as adequately as possible. Although the Com

mission itself set up in- 1947; for various reasons it was not until ^

1:951. that an Inland Transport Committee was established; this was followed

in 1952 "by the establishment of three sub-committees, namely, Highways,

Inland Waterways and Railways. It was therefore only in 1952 that the

Transport Division commenced to function in its present form. In 1957,

following the directive of the Commission to the secretariat to undertake

work in the field of telecommunication, the terms of reference of the

Inland Transport Committee were expanded to include telecommunication,

and the name of the Committee was changed to Inland Transport and

Communications Committee. Similarly, in 1959, in order to reflect more

adequately the work actually undertaken by the secretariat in the field

of-highway transportation and in order to ensure that the work of the

' Highway Sub-Committee received the attention of the particular government

department dealing with highway transport, the title of the Highway

Sub-Committee was changed to Highways and Highway Transport Sub-Committee.

' Because of the need for-rapid rehabilitation and development of the

transport system of the region in order to meet the. growing demand, and

•because of the relatively backward conditions existing in many of the

countries, it was realized that advantage could be gained from study

tours of installations in advanced countries by groups of experts from

the region. The first ox.such study tours, organized in 1951 a™* 1952

in co-operation with United Nations Bureau of Technical Assistance

Operation (BTAO) was for a group of. inland waterway transport officials

of the region, which visited Europe and the United States of America.

, This gave a lead, and later a group of senior railway operating and

signalling officials also visited Europe, United States of America

and Japan on a study tour which was also arranged in co-operation with

. BTAO. A third study tour, again for inland waterway officials, was

arranged in 1959 in co-operation ,rith BTAO to study technological '

development in Eastern Europe (the USSR and Hungary).
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As a direct result of- the -recommendations of-the railway study

group, the United Nations Regional Training Centre for Railway Operating

and Signalling Officials was established at Lahore, Pakistan, in 1954

"(in co-operation with United Nations Technical Assistance .Administration

and the Pakistan Government)* Similarly, the tour of inland waterway

experts stressed the desirability of utilizing diesel power and focussed

attention on the shortage of trained diese-1 marine mechanics, to. remedy

which a training centre was established in Rangoon "by the International

Labour Organization (ILO) in co-operation with ECAFE and the Government

of Burma. This centre was originally intended for Burmese nationals,

"but subsequently Was expanded 'to- include trainees from ether countries

also. It is also understood that the recommendations .made by .both the

' inland waterway and railway study groups to their respective governments

based on their observations during the tours have resulted in .an improve

ment of operational efficiencies. It has also become standard practice

to organize'study tours following meetings of the Inland. Transport and

Communications Committee and its sub-committees. In this connexion,

particular mention may be:made of the tours of the Railway Sub-Committee,

which took place after the Bandung, Paris- lokyo,, New Delhi, Bangkok

and Lahore sessions. These J;cur3 afforded opportunities to the parti

cipants to study technological developments i:a Prance, Fe.deral Republic

of Germany, Malaya, India, -Indonesia, Japar..s. "the Netherlands^ Pakistan,

Switzerland, Thailand and United kingdom. .

The secretariat also recognised, ac a very early stage,-the advantages

arising from utilizing the service? of national experts in connexion

with.specialized studies and this association has been a continuing and

a growing process. Co-operation and assistance has also been received

from the specialized agencies such as the ILO, FAG, ICAO and'others

and also from BTAO; ETAO's assistance has not only made it possible to

arrange study tours but has also greatly helped in implementing work

projects requiring financial assistance*
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The secretariat has also been constantly investigating the

possibility of developing international and regional co-operation in

the provision of training facilities. Offers to train railway and

others transport officials have been made by a number of countries both

from within and outside the region. Some of the offers have been accepted,

and trainees from the region have received and are receiving training

in some of these countries. Similarly, the secretariat has also been

active in promoting regional co-operation in the field of research.,

Efforts are being made to utilize, as much as possible, the research

facilities available on the railways of India and Japan on a regional

basis, and very shortly a regional railway advisor will be appointed

(in co-operation with BTAO) to co-ordinate the activities of the two

research centres and to ascertain the problems requiring field investiga

tion and research from the railways of the region, so that they can be

referred to the centre best able to undertake this task,' On the high

ways and-highway transport side, the possibility of making-use. of the

facilities of the research centre in the Philippines, the India Road

Research Institute in New Delhi and the Japanese Research Centre have

also been examined. In the field of inland waterways, it is understood

that a research centre will be established in East Pakistan, and when

this is done, it might be possible to use its facilities on a regional

basis. Meanwhile, action has been taken to seek the co-operation of

the hydrological laboratory of the Government of India and the testing

and research facilities available in Japan, Although research facilities

in the field of telecommunication will have to be established more on

a national than a regional basis because of the wide variety of equipment

. :used "by the different countries, calling for specialized knowledge and

experience with a particular type of equipment, attempts have been made

to obtain, help from the telecommunication research facilities available

both in India and Japan for the benefit of the other countries.
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-11* Work undertaken by the secretariat in the various fields of inland-
transport and communications" ■ ""*"**"

Highways and highway transport

During the postwar years, highway transport has increased enormously

though highway construction and the development of highway systems has

not kept paoe. Planning and development of Highways has also suffered

owing to the handicap that accurate and complete data on highway trans

port and on existing highways and the relative cost and conditions of

the different types of construction, from simple dirt, and soil stabilized

and macadamized roads to asphalt and concrete construction,, are not

always available. Consequently, attention was given at a very early

stage to the studies on highway construction and.maintenance, and to

the question of providing adequate records and inventories of existing

highway assets. For this purpose, standard forms were evolved for

recording technical data on highways, "bridges and concrete pavements,

and. for the preparation of highway project schemes. The standard high

way register was also compiled on the following lines:

(1) to evaluate current road asset from the original construction

to date;

(2) to determine the amount of money required every year for

proper and timely maintenance to preserve the asset and to

prevent undue deterioration by traffic and others causes;

(3) to study the performance records of the various types of

road surfaces under different traffic conditions and to

examine the replacement of lower type pavements not suitable

for traffic, by superior types that will render longer "and ;

satisfactory service, at reduced maintenance costs; '

(4) to form the basis for improvements in design and construction;

(5) to facilitate a phased programme of improvement for existing

. : roads in the order of priority justified by traffic demand;'
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(6) to locate weal-:, spot3 requiring attention and to take necessary

remedial measures^ ..'. --■

(T) to furnishr in the c-se 01 ilgher.'type pavements-such as ■ ■

.... cement j concrete dat:1, for res caroh. study and to help in the

balanced and ■ economical development of roads* ■ . ■ ■■ -.. . ■

Low cost roads and soil stabiligatjou ■ ■ - /

In'view of the difficulties c:iT financing1 the many projects, roads

■that are cheaper to- construct, "but ?dequate to r.eet immediate needs,

are of great importance to the countries of the ECAPE region. The' ''

secretariat has been'-coll eating l^t^.r1. pi information on standards

adopted and methods employed "by counties Ox the region ac well as

outside on J«lie construction ?.,nc. paintcn^ioe cf such roads ? as■ veil as

on results -obtained fror. l^bo^ator/ ■■■ists and field experiments conducted

on soil stabilisation, '{"ho re';ul-lc '■? tho neore:^.riat 's studies were ■

"examined in dei?il ct a 3ciina^ or. Lg-j Coot Eoads and. Soil Stabilization

which was orgc.r.i&ed vV'.h. t.io' co-operation of ?TAO in ITew Delhi early

in 195$* ■.Experts .from :.:em'&er and o.ricuoidi'te iner.ber ,.:.Gatcs; <s.z well as

national r»rd interactional or'rrni^p/^ rr.s participated in the Seminar,

and the report of the Seminar ~/a^_ printed, to servo an a general reference

and ^uide book i'^r cn^ineexr. or^aged in tL.e v-eolmiques of low cost road

construction and coil r/L'-iMIi-?■r.r,io::,i>

Training' of motor .l.'ivc.? " \-l_r. ^'Osnr.cr

Realising.^he ii-'por+?,i;ce oi c-dequate Lty.ndards of maintenance

and repair of motor vehiG'.'.eo o,r ^ };::-i:ne frvotor in ensuring economic

utilization of road ■'c^z^^xA c-iuijpne^-t, ^'iiicii is for-the most part

imported frc:A outside of the rc^ic-".s v.sir.g r-oarqe. foreign ■ exchange

resources, the seuretmlat GG...vric:. oiyt studies on this subject. These,

among other thirst revealod "tiio r^t. :;'or ■L<rr.ining drivers and mechanics

who are oxten illiterate or se:..i-ilii'oer."'/!'C-, It was realised that,

if such training yds "io be cffe«'-i"a-i it chouid include11 not only verbal

instructions but «1eo'sir..rlif:!-ed written instructions with diagrammes
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and, where necessary "by demonstrations. Therefore, in co-operation

with the ILO a simplified instruction manual for drivers and mechanics

was prepared and printed :.n English and distributed to governments for

translation into local languages* The instruction manual has "been

prepared in such a va-y that the instructions are conveyed more through

illustrations rather than by the written word, A scheme has also been

developed, in co-operation with the ILO, to provide demonstration vans

to impart instructions through practical r.u&io-visual demonstrations,

including films, slides and other visual means.

Economics of highway engineering

In this study the secretariat reviewed in detail the general

economic principles as applied to highway engineering covering road

costa, vehicle costs, benefits;, economic selection of pavement surfaces,

highway revenues.and other similar aspects. As the document has been

found very useful by the governments of the region, it is now being

revised and will be reproduced in printed form in the semi-annual

Transport and Communications Bulletin to ensure widest distribution.

Waterbound naoad'am construction

Bituminous roads

' Arising from the secretariat's report on Economics of Highway

Engineering, the Highways and Highway Transport Sub-Committee, at its

second session in September 1953, -recommended that detailed studies.

be made of the following:

(1) waterbound macadam,

(2) bituminous roads,

(3) methods of highway financing and administration.

These recommendations were approved by the Inland Transport and

Communications Committee and the Commission. A study of water bound

macadam construction was accordingly, carried out, and- the report, which

contained practice! recommendations, has provided the basis for further
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national studies which are now proceeding in the various countries of

the region. The secretariat has also collected and analyzed considerable

data on various techniques of "bituminous construction "both within and

outside the region and is also compiling a standard terminology in co

operation trith the Permanent International Association of Road Congress

for use in bituLiinou^ construction to promote a more uniform understanding

of technical terms.

A comprehensive study on comparative methods of highway administra

tion and financing has "been carried out "by the secretariat and this

study was commended "by the Highways and Highway Transport Sub-Committee

at its fifth session a^ a valuable reference work. In order to ensure

wide distribution of this document, it is being reproduced in the Transport

and Communication Full atin which is now "being issued twice a year in

printed f ■■:. a.

Highway safety - Engineering ana. traffic aspects

Owing to the rapid growth cf motor traffic in the postwar decades,

the expansion of urtar* areas of the ECAFE.region and the resulting

increase in accidents involving injuries, loss of life and financial

losses, the problen of higla-ray safety has assumed special urgency. The

Highways and "Jigh^a^ Transport Sub-Committee therefore recommended

that a Seminar "be convened to discuss the problem in all its aspects

and made reoonmendaticnr, The Se^nar was held at Tokyo in May 1957?

and considerea "bbe tloo^ner^ci propped ty tie secretariat on engineering

and traffic aspects of highway safety, togehter with papers specially

prepared lay sone governments and specialized institutions covering the

following G3pectt3i

(i) p.dainietrative structure and distribution of traffic safety

responsibility,

(ii) the influence of future increases in traffic and vehicle

registrations, .
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(iii) accid'ent facts ana their implications,

(iv) capacity of roads and intersections,

(v) traffic operation,

(vi) economic aspects of traffic design and operation, and

■; (vii), training,.education and public information as affecting

. ■. • . traffic safety.

The Seminar made a number of recommendations and, in referring

to the important, results achieved in study weeks on traffic engineering

organized in Europe, suggested that similar study weeks" should be

organized in this region. Bombay in India was selected for the first

study week, which was .organized in October 1959-';The following themes

were selected for special study:

(l) accident studies; road users' behaviour,

_• (2) aocident statistics and accident reports,

: '■: (3)or-.traffic operation., .and . ,. -,,.. ,.

;: '■ "■ (4) future trends and traffic prediction for planning:urban and

rural "roads. ■ ■ " ■ ■-.-'. .;■•■.■.- .■:■■

-^ :'The report of tb^-study we.ek has been, issued ^n printed form,

A' second study weelc was to be organized at Manila, Philippines, from

'28 August to 5 September I96I and .the following subjects were to be

"t!aken ;up^ for study; r.. .■■,;.:■. ..... . . . . ^

"'■■■: " (1) administrative structures and distribution; traffic '-safety

responsibilities; ■■■■■■■- ■ ■ ". :;;.■":■'. ■■ .;-.

(2) training, education and public' information' for traffic

safety": including: "■ ■ ■ " -■"■■■ ""' ■■■ ■■■';-1' '. " '. '- >

., ( (a) study of psychology of road users,

(b) road safety education for travellers, cyclists,

pedestrians,
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(c) education in road safety at schools,

(d) publicity campaigns for the enforcement of highway

codes, and

(e) methods of assessing effects of public information and

education on road users behaviour? and

(3) traffic operations, the control and regulation of traffic,

traffic censuses and the measurements of speeds, weights,

■ ' :- ■ ' etc., ■■■■■■,-

Arising from the recommendations of the Seminar on Highway Safety

at Tokyo, the secretariat has also, in co-operation with the Government

of Australia, India and the United Kingdom, been preparing a highway

safety manual which, on completion and printing, could "be used in educa

tional institutions. The manual is expected to be ready shortly.

Highway transport

The Highways and Highway Transport Sub-Conmittee, at Its fourth

session, recommended that, in view of the phenomenal- increase in the

volume of highway transport in the ECAFE region during recent years

and having regard to the fact that a number of countries are faced

with many organizational, administrative and other problems, the

secretariat should undertake a comprehensive study of the" organizational

and operational 'aspects of highway transport end convene.a Seminar to

discuss these problems in all ixs aspects- The secretariat has now

completed its studies with special reference to passenger-trans-porta-

■ tion and it was proposed to convene a Seminar .on Highway Transport from

9 to 13 October 1961 in Madras (India), when the following aspects of

passenger transportation.were to be discussed:

(1) organizational structures of road passenger transport in

the ECAFE region,

(2) general characteristics of road passenger transport in the

region,
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(3) organizational structure and management of raacL passenger

transport in the region, " . : ; .-■■■■-,

(4) operation of road passenger transport in.the region^£.

(5) statutory regulations regarding road passenger transport,

(6) taxation of the road pa.ssenger transport industry, and

(7) measures of securing economic efficiency in road passenger

transport. ' ■'■''" , ■ ■■..■'

As stated above, at the ensuing Seminar only highway passenger

transportation was to be discussed, and it is hoped "that other Seminars

will be convened later to take up the freight transport aspects-;.; ■

The Asian Highway

It was in November 1958 that the idea of linking BGAPE countries

by a network of international highways was taken up""by:the Highways

and Highway Transport Sub-Committee of ECAFE at its fourth session. .

The proposal was to establish an international highway'system Jinking

all the countries between Vi-et-Nam and Iran. The Sub-Committee, made,

inter alia, ihe following recommendations:

"Because of the T/r:lde area covered, the many problems.-Qpnnepted, .:

■■"" with the introduction of international ^highway could best be

, i,;. considered by dividing the area into three * zones and "conveiiin'g

meetings of expert working groupsv The first working -group !7l,

Ca ■- 'should- meet at Bangkok to consider t^.e road network of Viet-Nam,

j. Cambodia, Laos,. Thailand, Federation" of Malaya 'arid ■Buf'm'la;-"'iili:e^;':

second should meet in Delhi to cover Burma,--(;west.eni'..connexaon9)>
East Pakistan, India, Ceylon^ Nepal and connexions to, western

; .. Pakistan; and the third should meet at Lahore'to cover >Tesi-L r-

Pakistan, Afghanistan and'Iran.1 The Committee therefp.r,»£requested

u '- the'Exeou-tive Secretary, in consultation with., the Chairman of

.. ;■(;■<;;.-, the. Highway, Sub-Committee and in co-operation" with UM'AA5 tb '':

convene such ^d hog working groups composed of;.£:^pi*;esentat,iv©s

' ■■"■ : of e%oh atl the oountries concerned:.and, where cpnsidered necessary,

experts from outside the region might be co-6pted to' tHe working
group.''" ■■■'■■■ '■-: ■■ ■ - "': : ■■ ■■ -._. ::-iV Jv'-...,..] . .,.. :.
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The Sut-Committee,suggested that the terms of reference for the

working group should he as follows:

(i) To consider the proposals submitted by countries within the

zone covered and recommend:

(a) the routes to be followed,

(b) the standards to be adopted for such routes, and

(c) any other pertinent factors.

(ii) To consider and recommend priorities of highway construction

and rehabilitation;

(iii) To consider and make recommendations on any other factors

which would facilitate international traffic.

- The approach accepted for the implementation of the project was

that first of all the existing road systems should he linked up, includ

ing, the main roads of the countries and then those should he bought

up to minimum standards* : .

Before renewing the progress achieved in the implementation of

this project, a hrief reference may he made to the justification pf ^
the project. Although it is not possible, from the available data,

to undertake an economic evaluation, there can he no doubt that ,t will
provide cheap international links. Because of lack of adequate surface

Eknication, international trade by land routes between the eounr.es

. of the ECAFE region has stagnated and areas which are far from

seaports have not opened up to it. An approximate estimate made xn

■1957 showed that considerable traffic would be. available; for the land

once the international network commences to function wxth

ite facilities being provided for freight and passenger traffic-

most important commodities which retire cheap transport an whxch

presently in intraregional trade are rice, rubber, cotton,

wood, minerals, fuel and other bulky goods such as fruxts and
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vegetables, etc. These commodities are at present exchanged "between

the countries of the ECAFE region by sea routes and in many cases

could "be transported "by road more economically and their exports could

T?e developed further,

The development ox" the international highway network would also

provide and stimulate tourist traffic within Asia, The ECAFE region

has many places of historic and pilgrim interest, and moot of the persons

undertaking pilgrimages are in the lower income groups.

Another important development which justifies development of inter

national highways is the phenomenal growth of road motor vehicles in

the countries of the ECAFE re^.or= !3ven oonnJ;ri-3 such as Afghanistan,

Cambodia and Laos and others have registered significant additions in

the number of trucks, "buses and private automobiles plying on their

roads and hence it oan be safely coated that a large road traffic "'

potential exists which would flow along the international highways once

the routes are estab3-ished and necessary facilities provided.

In any case, as stated earlier, the network that has been decided

upon to form the Asian Highway will be based on the countries' main

arterial routes, and these are essential even from the national point

of view. In this connexion, it is necessary to remember that although

the internetional highway network envisioned in the project covers a

length of about 5O3OOO km, it is noi; neoessaiv to build the entire

length because moot of the ^outec already e::irt within the boundaries

of the countries and for establishing through -traffic, only a few missing

links have to be provided and some portions of the route brought up

to the agreed minimum standard. Briefly, on the priority route (Al)

the gaps to be filled will total approximately 5C0 ku, while improve

ments to the tub-standard roads, excluding those already under treat

ment, will cover a length of approximately 400 km oiilj. It is true-

that heavy expenditure will be involved in upgrading some roads and

in filling the japs where they e>:ist tuid providing the bridges and

the immediate gain may not be commensurate with the outlay involved,
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"but it is well known that transport media cannot "be assessed in advance

in financial terms, and the long-term and promotional advantages.generally

far outweight foreseeable results.

In the case of landlocked countries with difficult terrain, such

as Laos, Nepal and Afghanistan, international highways are the.only

means of providing cheap and adequate access to neighbouring countries

for external trade. It might be mentioned in passing that a f.ew. countries

of the region have shipping services of their ow^l and do- not have to.

depend upon foreign shipping companies often quoting high freight rates-

Most of the international travel in the BCAFE region, except to

a limited extent "between countries such as Ir.dia, Pakistan and the

Federation of Malaya and Thailand whioh are connected "by railways, at

present tUses place by circuitous sea routes whioh are slow as well as

costly fo:.: places inland. In some it is "by air which, even with the

recent reduction in air fai-ec, is still "beyond the means of most of

the general travelling public*

It iss therefore, clear that an adequate international highway

network would mest a very important economic need "besides providing

a-channel for developing international contacts, understanding and

goodwill and for promoting tourism in the ECAFE region.

Considerable progress hir. been achieved with regard to the Asian

Highway. After a group of exipertu na&e a survey of part of the priority

route between Calcutta (India) and Bangkok (Thailand), f, report was

prepared by the first -joint meeting of experts working group formulat

ing and estimating the requirements for filling up the gaps and for

bringing this part of the Asian Highway up to standards, It was

proposed to have a pre-inve^tment survey made both in East Pakistan

and in Burma. The Transport and Communications Committee at its tenth

session endorsed thio proposal and the Commission, at its eighteenth

session, held in Tokyo, adopted a resolution requesting assistance from

the Special ?ur,d and other sources for the early completion of-the

Asian Highway.-
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III, Future programme

As has already been mentioned, the phenomenal growth of highway

transport during the last decade or so has served to fix attention of

governments on the problems involved* A seminar on highway transport,

with special reference to the organizational and operational aspects of

passenger transport, was to be, as previously mentioned organized and

after completing work on the passenger aspect will it is hoped, under

take, work on freight transport.

Owing to the general inadequacy of the highway systems to meet the

current and future requirements of highway transport in many countries

and the need to maximize road construction within available resources,

the problem of low cost road and soil stabilization has assumed special

urgency. These problems, which were comprehensively studied at the

seminar in 1958? need further and continual attention. Although, for the

time being, the BCAH5 region has an abundance of manual labour, it is

clear that the position might change as the productivity of manual labour

is comparatively lower than that of mechanized operations. Therefore,

it would seem desirable to axamine ways and means by which operations can

be mechanized in the light of requirements of the ECAFE region. Some time

ago a working party was organized to study the economic aspects of earth

moving operations by mechanised and non-mechanized methods. This aspect

would also require fir.-'^.or study in the context of prevailing conditions

in the ECAEE region* As a result of the increase in the volume of highway

transport in the ECAFE region^ there has been a serious increase in

accidents, a subject which, as mentioned earlier^ was specifically studied

at the Seminar on Engineering and Traffic Aspeots of Highway Safety and

subsequently, at the^rtudy weeks in Bombay* It is clear that a close

follow up in highway safety regulations and the planning of highways, to

meet traffic requirements in urban area is necessary. The problem of

regulations and control would also require further study, as well as the

question of education and enforcement*
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It is obvious that as progress is made in the implementation of the

international highway project, many nsw aspects will have to "be studied,

particularly the problem of facilitating international traffic and its

regulation and control.

Owing to the general increase in the network of highways within the

countries of the region, it has booorr.s necessary to study the method of

determining the economic "benefit accruing from the construction and

improvement of various classes of roadss and xhe economic "benefits arising

from such projects, to enable governments to take decision on implementing

individual projeots* The Secretariat plans to study these problems and

to review the cmrront statue of lAgh-cay rtc/jistics relating to highways

and highway transport at the national level and recommend uniform practices

for the collection of such statistics and their compilation on a uniform

"basis.

IV, Inland waterway transportation

Inland Waterway Transportation in Asia and the Far iHast is character

ized by an abundance of r^vigable waterways which in some areas have been

left largely in a natural state and which, therefore, place serious

limitation on vessel's draught, The value of- the, waterways is consider

able and in a number of countries they ero /...'.. :. to the national economy.

Although there are scno very large aud well-organized r.nland wateiway

transport operators, ever 90 per cant of -the ■ waterwpv traffic, is handled

by indigenous craft of tradition?! design called country boats.. Each of

these is operated by a boatman-owner and his family. The boatmen are not

organized and therefore the interests cf industry arn not properly

represented. As a rosult, government organizations which deal with the

maintenance and improvement; of navigation, canal and river conservancy and

the development of inland wctorw^ transport have been inadequate in most

countries as have been the funds allocated for development of Inland water

ways*
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The work of the secretariat in the field of inland waterways has

developed against this "background*

Country "boats

The Secretariat has focussed attention on the important role played

by country -boats in Inland Waterway Transport and the possibilities of

improving their design and construction. It has also pointed out that,

where necessary, turn round could be improved "by better touring methods.

Above all, emphasis has been placed on the need for encouraging'boatmen

to organize themselves into associations or co-operatives in order to

strengthen their representation and improve their position. In this

oonnexion, it is interesting to note that some time ago a BTAO expert in India

and1'in Pakistan studied various aspects of inland waterway transport

and made various recommendations, including the establishment of demonstra

tion pilot projects in these two countries.

Demonstration pilot pro.jeots

It was recognized at a very early stage that improvements in' the field

of inland waterways should initially be directed towards the introduction

of modern oraft and better operating practices in order that full advantage

could be taken of techniques which in other regions had led to the develop

ment of inland Waterway Transport as the cheapest form of transport for

low grade bulk commodities. -

In 1950, the ad hop. committee of exports on inland transport, recom

mended a pilot project on craft design and operations, which included

experiments with tugs and pusher craft. The experts participating in the

Study Tour also discussed this project extensively, as well as the report

of the group, and plans for projects in India and Pakistan were drawn up

by the members representing these countries. Subsequently, BTAO appointed

a consultant who worked out the details for projects in both countries.

BTAO, however, could not provide the funds required for implementation

because of the heavy costs involved-
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The Government Of India adapted ths plan and the first project was

organized on the Ganga and Gagra rivers. The necessary craft mere, designed

and tank tested, and have "been used in this project. A similar project

for shallow draught craft on the feeder rivers in Assam and.forferry boats

on the Brahmaputra river has also been implemented.

The Government of Pakistan accepted the technical recommendation made

by.the experts; but the difficulties in finding the large amount'of funds

required acted as an obstacle. However, in the light of the development

of other types of craft in some advanced countries, it was1recommended

that demonstrations with fast passenger craft, namely hydrofoil-supported

craft (wing boats), should be carried out in co-operation with BTAO, and

their-economic, technical and operational efficiency evaluated under

conditions obtaining in the countries of ths ECAE3 region, Pakistan has

offered to act as horrb country, for the demonstration. The matter is at

present under accivo investigation*

Trials with towing methods

Studies have aleo bee,! carried .cut to encourage a revision of conventional

methods of towing which are considered less efficient than other.

As a'result-of'tho observations mads during the Study Tour, extensive

trials were carried out in Pakistrvi with a view to determining the. advantages

and disadvantages of Tr-rioua methods of towing. As a result, services with

pushed craft have been initiated on an experimental basis in India and

Pakistan. Burma has introduced.push-towing flotillas on a commercial basis,

and; similar developments are taking placo in other countries.

Cdmparative sturdy ■ of T&^°^.-^2^..v

Hew problems have been'raised for countries of the.region by-the need

to introduce diecsl ou£:.nen which ai-o oft9n more economical for marine

propulsion than conventional stean engines, A study mad© by-the Secretariat

under the title "Comparative stuJy of various types of marine .engines" has

focussed attention on thi* poin-3, and has brought out the various aspects

to be taken into consideration in tho selection of propulsion units for

Inland Waterway Transportation vessels.
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Regional Marine Diesel Training Centre ■■-■■■

The main difficulty, hampering large scale introduction of diesel

engines in Inland Waterway Transportation, has been the lack of training

for operating and maintenance personnel- After considerable preliminary

work, the Secretariat secured the oo-operation of ths Government of Burma

and ILO in this regard*

A Regional Centre for the Advanced training of marine diesel mechanics

was set up by the ILO in co-operation with BGAFE and th3 Government of

Burma at Rangoon- The Government of Burma provided the necessary workshop

and constructed a building for practical and theoritical classes. Donations

of the equipment;, covering practically all items needed., were re.oeived

from member countries as well as from other interested countrj.eD. The

centre wae opened in April 1956° The courses are directed toward providing

such training as would enable the trainees; upon return to their countries,

to instruct others and thus disseminate the knowledge gained.

So far, 127. trainees have been trained, on August i960 the training

centre was taken over by the Government of Burma to be run -as a regional

centre under its own management*

Inland Ports

As various Inland Waterway Transportation development plans gained

momentum, the importance of properly equipped and organized inland.ports

became more and more apparent. Delays in some ports were considerably

affecting the turn round of vessels. In view of this, a comparative study

was made of number of inland ports and a Working Party was convened in

August I957 "to review and analyse the materials collected. The Working

Party framed recommendations for the design, construction, operation,

administration and financing of inland ports and for the reduction of

terminal delays. The practical usefulness of this work has already been

demonstrated in a number of cases where the designs of new inland ports

were modified in tho light of the Working Party's recommendations-
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Convention regarding the measurement and registration ofvessels-employs d in

Inland navigation ■-, ■.

In making plans for "Inland Waterway Transportation development and in

Comparing performances of the Inland Waterway Transportation fleet to dravr

conclusions regarding needs and to rocomnand improvements, it was found

that lack of statistical data was a serious handicap. As a first step

..towards the. establishment- of reliable and. comparable statistics, it was

realized that the method :Of measuring oraft should "be uniform.; Furthermore,

it was noted that,, in international traffic consid3rable delays were experienosi

whichj according, to the estimates of some experts? resulted in losses up

to. 5-0 per cent .of the total operating-cost. In order to'remedy- this

si,tuationj it wa& suggested that vessel, registration surveys should be

uniform: and mutually recognized-by the riparian countries After consider

able -preliminary. work; a final -text for a "Convention regarding -the

measuromont and registration of veseels employed in inland navigation" was

agreed upon*

... The .Convention was signed at Bangkok on 22 -June 195^> V Qam"oodia7

China, Indone3ia? Laos; Thailand and Viet-JJaxa (Republic, of).. Other

countrie3 in t};.e ra^icn are expected to aooeds to tto Convontioni* .It has

been reported tliat tiio inorecsed aittnbicn focussed on the subjecii has

already resulted in the reduction o:7 frontier 'dalaj's*

Uniform systoia of bnoyr, ar^. 5ho?o T

with en s3ye to the■'_■■:. -^- c .ji devejvopm:jut of international waterways and

international *raffio? proposals were drafted on the basic of wbioh tho

Inland Waierwpy■ Traueportation-,3ub-Co.Lindtt69 reached agreement.;on a uniform

systGnr:-.of. buoys and shoro fcari^s :ln -InZand Waterway. Transportation in Asia

and'the. Par S^st- This will .assist in moving international traffic more

efficiency, simpl'f:/ing the tasks of shipmasters on.international routes

and ir. reducing accidents^. :. ■■ . ■■ ■. ■ : .■ ■. : ■■■ ■■

The cys-tera has "been aocopied ani will:be adop'isd by many countries of

the region.
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Classification of inland waterways

The Secretariat is studying the possibility of establishing standards

,-for the classification of inland waterway and determining of suitable

standard dimensions of waterway, structure and craft for each class. The

Inland Waterway Sub-Committee took note of the information collectedly

the Secretariat on the classification of inland waterways, and felt that

the collection of such information should be continued, as it had teen

found to be most helpful in the preparation of a schedule of classifica

tion of inland waterways in individual countries. The Sub-committee

was also of the view that, in general, the classification of inland

waterways would have to he based on. long, particular experience in naviga

tion on the waterways concerned. In fee case of open rivers, it was,,

felt that it was advisable to adopt the craft to the waterway, and to

restrict waterway improvements to incidental and local channel improve

ment works in order to remove bottlenecks. On the other hand, in the

case of canalized rivers or artificial waterways, it would be desirable

to take the traffic requirements at the point of departure. On the

basis of thoae requirements, the type of craft should be determined,

and subsequently the waterway should be designed to suit the craft.

Dredging of inland waterways

,, In view,of the fact that there has been a growing awareness of

the importance of inland Waterway Transportation as a means of providing

for the cheap movement of bulk commodities, the attention of governments

is being increasingly focussed on problems of facilitating inland navigation,

The Permanent International Association of Navigation Congresses

(FIAHC) has undertaken a study for ECAPB of dredging, methods and equipment

suitable for use in inland waterways and inland ports.
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■ ,. .. One of the most important problems met with in connexion in the

development of inland navigation is the problem of siltation of inland:

waterways and ports. In this project, the secretariat has endeavoured

to develop close co-operation with an important non-governmental organization

interested, in the problems of inland navigation, so that its experience

and knowledge could be used in connexion with the study of problems of'

special.interest to the ECAFE region. It is hoped that such co-operation

between ECAFE and the PIAK will develop further with beneficial results

to the countries of the region.

Public Organization to deal with Irland Waterway Transportation and river

and canal - conservancy . ,..■....:

As mentioned earlier, one of the problems in the field of Inland

Waterway Transportation in the ECAFE region has been thelaok of properly

constituted organizations in many countries to deal with Inland Wa.^rway

Transportation and river and canal conservancy. The secretariat has repeatedly

drawn the attention of governments to the need for establishing proper

organization for this purpose. Many governments of the region wish to

set up such services to deal with Inland 1'Jaterway Transportation and river

and canal conservancy or to take measures to reorganize existing services.

Accordingly a study was made by the secretariat on modern government "

organizations to deal with Inland Waterway Transportation and river and

canal conservancy, in which the advantages and disadvantages of existing

systems were analyzed, recommendations made for a suitable structure,

and terms of reference for government organizations and legislative" provision

drawn up. The secretariat study was examined by a sepcial working party

set up by the Inland ;.aterway Sub-Committee at the same session. The

Sub-Committee emphasized the fact that no single model could be given to

suit all countries of the region, but it hoped that the findings reported

by the Working Party would be of use and the information given in the
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secretariat report would prove helpful in the creation or reorganization

. of government or other public bodies dealing with the Inland Waterway

Transportation and river and canal conservancy.

Prototype coasting vessels

The question of evolving a standard design for prototype coasting

vessels to meet the requirements of countries of the region was first

raised at an Ad Hoc Working Party held in August 1957 to consider %he

design, equipment and operation of inland ports. It was later discussed

at the fourth session of the Inland Waterway Sub-Committee, in February 1958,

when it was recommended that such a project should be included in the

work programme. The Sub-Committee noted that there was considerable interest

in a number of countries in one common type of coasting vessel, to be

equipped in different ways to carry:

(1) predominantly cargo but also passengers,

(2) exclusively cargo, and

(3) predominantly passengers but also cargo.

Furthermore, some interest was displayed in the.design of a vessel purely

for carrying passengers. The Sub-Committee suggested that, in preparing

the design,■special attention should be paid to the question of providing

as shallow a ^au^_a3 po^s_ible_to. ensure._that many of the smaller-.ports

could be served by the. new.type.of vessels. After preliminary discussions

with officials having some knowledge of the needs of the countries concerned,

certain tentative suggestions for specifications were drawn.up and.

circulated to member governments for their views.

The matter was further discussed at the fifth session of the

Sub-Committee in November 1959- The Sub-Committee felt that it would be"

useful if plans could be made available for: (a) a cargo-cum-passenger vessel

(predominantly cargo) ; (b) a vessel exclusively for cargo, (c) a passenger-

cum-cargo vessel (predominantly passenger), and (d) a vessel exclusively

for passenger with the following characteristics:
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Maximum draught (

Dead weight cap.

(metric tons)

Minimum volume of

capacity (m3)

Passenger capacity^
(deck passengers)

(second class
passengers)
(first class
passengers)

Surface area per

deck passenger (m )

Cruising speed .

(knots)

B c ' D

Cargo Passenger- . Passenger
vessel cum-cargo vessel

(exclusively vessel : (exclusively
(predominantly cargo) (predominantly passenger)

■__ passenger-) ' ■- ■■--'■

Cargo-cum

passenger

vessel

(po
cargo)

three-island

twin-screw

shelter-deck

600

1,000

150

As A

As A

As A.

As A.

As A twin-screw

As'A. • . 2.5

as possible

as possible

approx. 250 250

10 As A. As A. 14

1/ All vessels should be completely seaworthy, and built to the scantlings
of a recognized classification society.

2/ This factor is governed by the depth available in entrances to rivers
and harbours. Normally, however, the vessel would operate in deeper
waters. .... . ■■■ •■ ■ ■. ■ •:■

3/ But preferably less (3m).

4/ For day and night voyages. . ■
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The Sub-Committee also" recommended that governments of member countries

having shipbuilding industries might consider requesting some shipbuilding

firms to submit preliminary designs, line plans and outline specifications

for one or more vessels to meet the above requirements. It further

recommended that, after a number of such proposals had "been received,

a panel of experts of world repute should be appointed to select the best

plan (assisted by representatives from countries needing the craft).

The Sub-Committee felt that BTAO should be requested to pay the salaries of

these experts, and that subsequently BTAO or other international aid

agencies should be requested to arrange for the tank testing of models of the

vessels selected, and for the preparation of detailed specifications and

working drawings.

In view of the importance of the project and the possible need for

frequent and expeditious consultations, the Sub-Committee created a Standing

Committee to follow up the work and make any suggestions that might lead to

early implementation of the project. It elected the following countries to

be represented on the Standing Committee; Burma, China, Indonesia, Pakistan,

the Philippines and Thailand.

In accordance with the recommendations of the Sub-Committee, member

governments were asked (February i960) whether any shipbuilding firms in their

countries would be interested in co-operating in the undertaking. Fourteen

plans have been received from shipyard's in Hong Kong, India and the '

Hetherlands, through their respective governments. These have been circulated

to the members of the Standing Committee for comment. A meeting of the

Working Group of Experts (Marine engineers and/naval architects - two

international and two local) will be convened in December 1961 in co-operation

with BTAO; the meeting will also be attended by members of the Standing

Committee. At that meeting, plans will be reviewed in order to select that

most suitable, which, where necessary, will be modified and worked out in

more detail; then arrangements will be made for the necessary tank testing.
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The terms of reference of the Inland Waterway Transportation Sub-Committee

were amended in 1953 to include consideration of problems relating to

coastal shipping. The secretariat has therefore undertaken a study on the

designs and tank testing of prototype coastal vessels suitable for .the

countries of the ECAFE region.

Another problem which many of the countries have been facing is that

of the weed clearance from inland waterways. The secretariat has studied and

disseminated information to the countries on possible methods of combating

the waterweed problem, especially water hyacinth, in navigable waterways

by various means, including mechanicals chemical and herbivorous aquatic

animals. Arrangements are being made for the import into Thailand of an

aquatic animal called a manattee for trials in one of the irrigation

department reservoirs.

V. Railways

Line capacity

The phenomenal increase in railway traffic and the prospect of further

increasing demand within the countries of the region directed at an early

stage the attention of the secretariat to the question of increasing line

capacity, particularly on single track sections. Studies were made and as

a result of discussion in the Railway Sub-Committee it was decided to arrange

for a team of operating and signalling experts to make a study tour to Europe,

Japan and united States, to study at first hand the conditions and the

latest practices in these countries, so as to make recommendations on the

most suitable techniques for adoption in the ECAFE region. In view of

these studies, it was realized that, in order to introduce more modern

techniques in operating and signalling with improved equipment, it would be

necessary to have more trained personnel.
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Training

In the light of the foregoing, it was recommended, by'the- Railway Sub-

Cpmmittee, that a Regional Training Centre for Railway Operating and

Signalling Officials should be established at a suitable place in the EGAFE

region.where advanced training in signalling and operating techniques could

be given to the trainees of the countries of the region.

After surveying the facilities available in the countries of the region,

and taking1 into account, the various offers made by the countries, a training

centre was opened at Lahore in April 1954 in co-operation with BTAO and the

Government of Pakistan. The curri^'rii at the Training Centre was drawn

up by the railway experts who participated in the Study Tour of the railways

of Europe', Uorth America and Japan? and the demonstration equipment at the

Centre Vas largely obtained through donations from many countries both within

and outside the region. So: far.? 233 officials have been trained, including

some from Iraq, Turkey and the United Arab Republic. On 1 January 1958,

responsibility for the operation of the training centre was transferred to

the Government of Pakistan; aaad is now re-designated as the Pakistan Regional

Training Centre .iTi: Railway Operating, and Signalling and continues to provide

training on a regional basis. . ,

Improved turn-round of rolling stock ■■:..■..■.

With the object of improving carrying capacity, to enable a larger

volume of traffic to be carried through a better utilization of existing

rolling stock, exhaustive studies were"undertaken on.improving turn-round

of freight cars. These: studies iricluded such aspects as freight, oar..

control organization, improvement of facilities at large terminals, better

operation of marshalling yards, including the use of more modern equipment,

the introduction of modern telecommunications: system, and. the, related, subject

of reduction in damages. ' Many'recommendations^were made and the .subject

continues to receive the attention1 of the Secretariat/ v; ,•-.;. ::■-
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Track construction and maintenance

A considerable proportion of railway expenditure goes on the construction

and maintenance of track., Therefore, any savings in these items could be of

great benefit. Moreover, it is on the standard of maintenance of the track

that new technics, such as welding of long rails and use of diesel locomotxves

for faster trains, largely depend. Investigations have been undertaken on

the various problems concerning railway engineering with a view to introducing

the greatest efficiency and modern techniques in economic construction and

maintenance. One of the essential elements' in the- track structure is the

sleeper. The supply of wooden sleepers in recent years presented great

difficulties owing to the growing scarcity of the natural: durable type of

wood. Therefore, in co-operation with FAO, the Secretariat undertook special

studies covering such aspects as availaMliiy and suitability of timber,

preservation and possible revision of specifications, with a view to

increasing the range of acceptability and thereby ensuring more economical

utilization. Research has also been carried out.into the prolongation, of

the life of metal sleepers, with special reference to the question of

corrosion in coastal areas owing to the humidity and high salinity of

the atmosphere. The possibility of introducing concrete sleepers, now

extensively in use in some countries outside the region, has,been examined,

and considerable data collected regarding the types used and the, most...

effective fastenings. . „ "" • :.

- Detailed studies have also been carried out on the latest practices

in track maintenance, including the mechanization of rail replacement,

b'allast screening, mechanizing tamping and welding of rails. A further

development in regard tc the construction and maintenance of long welded

track has been the visit of a team of French Experts to Cambodia,Republic

of China, Federation of Malaya, Indonesia, Thailand and Viet-Nam (Republic

of), arranged by the Secretariat' but conducted on a bilateral agreement

basis between the countries concerned and the Government of France. The team

of experts visited the countries mentioned above in May/June 196I, and after

studying, on the spot, the problems connected with the introduction of long

welded track, made specific recommendations to assist the railway adminis

trations in implementing welding projects.
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Diesel locomotives and railcars

In the countries of Asia, as in Europe and America there has been an

increasing changeover from steam locomotives to diesel traction, beoause of

the economic and other advantages that result from the use of i;his motive

power* and because of the difficulties in many countries of the region in

the matter of supply of coal and water*

Realizing the important part which dieselization will play in the

development of the railways of the region, the Railway Sub-Committee, at

its second session, established a Working Group of Bxperts to study the most

suitable type oi diesel locomotives for use in the SCAFii region in the light

of the experience gained elsewhere* The group consisted of experts from

within and outside the region and included experts from the railways as

well as manufacturers. The report of the Expert Group was considered by

the Railway Sub-Committee, which requested the Secretariat to amplify

the report in certain aspects. This was done "by an expert especially engaged

for this purpose. A Working Party of Railway Mechanical Engineers considered

it, in detail, and made recommendations on the following matters:

(1) Diesel locomotive repair and maintenance in the ECAFE region, \

(2) Diesel railcar operation,

(3) "ise of low-grade fuel in diesel locomotives,

(4) effect of diesel locomotives on the track,

(5) ^raining of diesel operators, and

(6) repair and maintenance of rolling stock in workshops.

Fuels .

, ..The utilization of low-grade fuel such as firewood and lignite, in

steam tex^oi/o-en was examined in the initial stages of SCAFB's work, and

technical;, assistance was provided to certain countries notably in Thailand

and.Viet-Nam-(Republic of): in connexion with studies on firing techniques

with low grade fuels* Recommendations' made included improvements in the

burning techniques of fuels so as to obtain higher efficiency with low-grade

fuel by modification of firing practices and adaptation of the fire.
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Boiler water treatment

In many areas of the ECA5S region, available water supplies are un

suitable for locomotive boilers owing to the presence of organic and

inorganic substances which caused sludge deposits. Consequently, thermal

conductivity is reduced and boiler scales develop. This, in addition

to create a"need for fragment boiler washing, reduces the utility of'

locomotives. Because of these difficulties, an expert was appointed to

survey conditions in the countries of the region and suggest methods of

water .treatment. The expert carried out a comprehensive study and the

report has been printed to serve as a reference for railway administration.

Claims' prevention1 ■■ . ■■ ■■

Claims arising from damage, loss, and pilferage of goods has. caused ■■

considorabl^ less of revenue to the railways. A study was undertaken with,

the objsct of pooling experience and knowledge to devise measures.likely ,

to reduo3 this loss end enable railways to fulfill their obligations. .. Many

of the -recommendations have been adopted by the railways of the. region with

good effect.

Railways aocidon_ts_

With the growing volume of railway traffic , coupled with the inadequate

maintenance and operational, methods, in the early postwar period there

was a general iitcrocsT in the. number of railway accidents resulting in

heavy loss of life aaA damage to i-ailwc^s and other property, besides

undermining public confidence in railway transport- Consequently; the

Secretariat carried out a comprehensive study on the incidence and prevention

of railway accidents and. nrarb a number of specific recommandations, including

those relating i-j the ostaolishmcnt of inspection organizations on the

railways. The Esilv&r Sub-Committee approved those recommendations and

suggested the establishment of a p^ie'i of experts, the services of which

could be utilized by interested governments for making on the spot

inspections and recommendations regarding remedial measures'.
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Repairs and maintenance of rolling stock

One of the most important problems which many of the railways had to

face was the mounting "back log of repairs and maintenance work in workshops

caused by the lack of adequate maintenance and reparis during the war years,

when rolling stock was intensively utilized. Consequently, very early in

its work, the Secretariat had to make special studies of this problem with

a view to formulating recomsondations to remedy this situation. After

some preliminary work, an expert was engaged to carry out a comprehensive

study in which the current 'Situation was reviewed and recommendations made

in the light of current developments both within and outside the legion.

The problem of introducing mechanization in repairs and maintenance work

was also examined particularly with reference to the adaptation of such

techniques to suit local conditions in the context of an abundance of cheap

labour.

Container transport

The, Secretariat, has undertaken a study of the feasibility of introducing

container transport on the railways of the region, with special reference

to, the operating costs and financial aspects. The study seeks to ascertain

the types of traffic dealt with by the railways of the region, as regards

their suitability for container transport. The study also includes the

financial.aspects with a view to assessing the economic feasibility of

introducing oontainer transport on the railways of the region*

Railway administration

Some countries of the region are in the process of re-organizing the

administrative structure of their railways in the context of changed

political and other conditions and also for the purpose c£ better

co-ordination of railway transport with other modes of transport. The

Secretariat has therefore undertaken a comparative study of railway

administrations with a view to recommending the type of organizations

most suitable for the raiiways of the BCAFE region, and also the pos'sibili-ty

of introducing modern management techniques.
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VI. General

Co—ordination of transport

The question of co-ordination of rail, road, inland waterway and air

transport systems, is one which has: "been receiving active consideration

throughout the world because of the need to obtain maximum efficiency for

the "benefit of the community and the need to ensure the greatest advantages

and economies from capital investment*

Co—ordination is of particular importance in the countries of the

ECAFE region "because, in the majority of cases, the railways are government -

owned and the development of sound overall transport policies will play a

most important part in the national economy and in promoting prosperity.

Moreover, in most of the countries of the region, transport of all kinds

is in the process of development and it is necessary to ensure a co

ordinator development so as to avoid wasteful competition and duplication

of facilities, so that the transport systems serve the "best interests of

the national economy. Consequently, extensive studies were undertaken

in co-operation with all departments and organizations interested, namely,

government and non-governmental organizations, taking full advantage of

similar investigations carried out in other countries outside the,region.

One important problem namely the cost accounting of railways has been

specially by tUe Inland .Transport and Communications Committee were also-

reviewed by a Working Party on Co-ordination of Transport at expert level*

The Working Party has recommended the establishment of an independent

statutory authority to co-ordinate and regulate the various modes of inland

transport without itself under-calking the transportation business.

Mechanization of accounts in transport undertakings

Accounting in transport undertakings, as in other industries, plays a

very important role in furthering the efficiency and economy of operations.

Railways in particular, by their very nature require a large amount of

clerical work. The wide scope of their operations necessitate many reports

for supervisory purposes- The nature and volume of transactions with shippers

and passengers multiply records- for accounting purposes- As large employees
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of labour, the payrolls call for considerable.and exacting work, all of which

must be completed within time limits. The constant repetition.of figures

is liable to errors. These factors and the need for a more rapid presenta

tion' of results of operations, labour shortages and high wages, led the

countries of Europe and America to. adopt mechanical systems of accounting,

which are'being increasingly extended and centralized with the development

of machines for-this purpose. Appreciating this factor, but bearing in

mind the conditions in the region, the Inland Transport and Communications

Committee considered that mechanization should be adopted gradually.

Because labour is plentiful and standards of wages are low in the ECAFE

region, there is not the same urgency to economise on labour costs by

mechanization, but there are immense possibilities for economy, in the use

of rolling stock by an .easier, .and,pore .reliable ,presentation of^records and

statistics and for the control of stores "by mechanical' ^d'—"~

Transport statistics

The most practical way of assessing the efficiency of any given transport

system is through the analysis of statistics relating to its operational

performance. A comprehensive study of a suitable method for the collection,

compilation and analysis Of efficiency statistics of railways was undertaken,

and recommendations as to terminology and the series of statistics required

at different administrative levels-were prepared by the secretariat and

recommended for adoption to governments of the region. Selected statistics

of railways in theBCAFE region are now published periodically through the

Transport and Communications Bulletin.

Refrigerator inland transport

v. ..Refrigerator inland transport is still in its early etaSe of development in

the ECAFE region, although the advantages to be derived from such systems

both to the standard of living and economy of the country are well recognized.

Where commodities are surplus to requirements in some areas, they can be

transported to other areas under conditions that will ensure proper preservation.
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Vegetable, meat, fish and fruits can be carried over greater distances to

large cities, ■■ ■ ■.

The secretariat, in co-operation with" the International Institute of

Refrigeration, has collected detailed information on optimum conditions of

refrigerated storage1 and transport of food, temperature, humidity, velocity

of overflow, chemical composition of atmospheres, heat evolved by the^

foodstuff condensation and packing. Detailed tables summarised storage and

transport conditions for individual foodstuff. The report also deals with

the main elements of the cool storage, icing and pre-cooling equipment used

for refrigerator transport. It also discussed the general characteristics

of the various means of transport and the use of different kinds of .

containers. ■ , ......

Collection and analysis of technical information

The Transport and Communications Bulletin, which was previously

published quarterly, is now issued twice a year in printed form,, and contains

articles of practical interest to the countries of the region in the various

fields of inland transport and communications. The Bulletin also includes

new items both within and :outside the region giving information on important

development and a section on documentation of topical technical literature

which contains information on current technical developments and a book

review section. The Bulletin is distributed in large numbers to the countries

of the region to ensure the widest possible circulation among all transport

officials of the region. The Transport and Communications Division also

maintains .a library of technical publications which can be used by the

countries of the region. A documentary film library is also maintained by

the Transport and Communications Division and' films on transport' and ■

communications are frequently loaned to the governments in the region for

educational purposes.
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Advisory services .

In recent years there has teen' a fairly large number of requests for

technicalassistance and advice on technical matters pertaining to transport

and communications from the countries of the region, and in some .cases. ECA5E

staff members, while on field trips, have rendered such advice.

VXI* Telecommunications

A smooth and efficiently operating transport system is inconceivable

■without adequate telecommunication facilities. Although large schemes of

development have been in hand in various countries, it was felt that there

•was considerable scope both for expanding the development plans and for

improving technical efficiency by a more adequate telecommunication system.

Accordingly, the Commission at ito eleventh session in 1955 suggested that

the Secretariat should initiate, in oonsulatation with ITU, studies on pro

motion and improvement of public communication system for domestic and

commercial purposes and the establishment cf better telecommunication

facilities for various industrial activities such as the development of

transport, electric power- generation, water resources, agricultoe, etc..

The Inland Transport and Communications Committee reviewed the current

position, and recommended that the main function of the committee, as set

out in its items of reference should be amplified to enable it to make

- studies in co-operation with ITU and with ether appropriate United Nations

Specialized agencies, on the development of domestic and regional tele

communication systems in the SCASE region to maet the requirements of

transport, industry and commerce, and to make ^commendations to govern

ments. In pursu-nce of this recommendation, after consultation between ECAJE

- and ITD, two experts, recruited by ITU under the Expanded Programme of

Technical'Assistance, carried out a detailed survoy of/the current position

■ in.regard,to the development of telecommunications in the ECAH3 region.

The experts' report was examined in detail by a Working Party of Tele-

■ communications Experts which met at Tokyo in May 1959, *i<* ^ recommenda
tions for action by governments at the national, regional and international

levels.
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Persuant to the recommendations of the Working Party, the Secretariat

in co-operation with ITU gave technical advice to governments regarding the

establishment of training and research facilties in the countries of the

region, and further studies will "be carried out on the economic aspects

of telecommunication development and planning in co-operation with ITU.

VIII. Tourism

Unlike many other part of the world, the UCAF3 region is singularly

lacking in international surface links. Although air travel, both national

and international, has made considerable progress in the last decade, develop

ment in other fields have not kept pace, Rail links exist in certain parts,

notably between India and Pakistan? and Cambodia, the Federation of Malaya

and Thailand, but through travel by rails has not yet developed to an

appreciable extent. Highway links have yet to be constructed between a

number of countries, and with the implementation of the Secretariat's

international highways project a considerable improvement is expected to

take place. Inland Waterways still do not provide adequate means of move

ment between countries to tourists-

In April 1949? the Committee of the fthole of the Ccnmission recommended

the setting up of a working group, on a regional basis, including travel

agents as forum to discuss problems connected with the development and pro

motion of international travel and tourism and the removal of travel barriers.

This Working Group recommended among other things that travel agencies in

the ECAFE region should join the International Union of Official Travel

Organizations and asked the latter to set up a regional office. This regional

office was designated as tbe Asia and the Far Eastern Travel Commission

(APETC), and was established in 1951 with Headquarters fixed temporarily

byiotation in the country providing its chairman. In 1952-1953, Headquarters

was in New Delhi, in 1953-1954 it shifted to Tokyo and in 1954-1955 "to Manila.

Although, as a result of the creation of AFETC, the Secretariat relinquished

its main responsibility for work in this field in favour of this Commission,

it, however, continues to maintain close co-operation both with IUOTO and

ABBTC.




